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We test the AdS-CFT correspondence in the case of ad54 N52 superconformal field theory by comparing
chiral anomalies which are of orderN in the ’t Hooft largeN limit. These include corrections of order 1/N to
the conformal anomaly, thus testing the correspondence beyond the extreme largeN limit. The field theory
anomalies are reproduced by terms in the 7-brane effective action in the bulk.@S0556-2821~99!05514-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Over the past year much evidence has accumulated fo
conjecture of @1# relating d-dimensional conformal field
theories with compactifications of string theory or M theo
including AdSd11 . The simplest example of the correspo
dence is the duality between thed54 N54 SU(N) Super
Yang-Mills ~SYM! theory and type IIB string theory com
pactified on AdS53S5. This duality relates theSU(N) gauge
theory with couplingtY M[u/2p14p i /gY M

2 to the type IIB
compactification with a string couplingts[x/2p1 i /gs

5tY M and withN units of 5-form flux on theS5, leading to
a radius of curvatureR;(gsN)1/4l s;N1/4l p . The correlation
functions of local operators in the conformal field theory a
related@2,3# to the response of string theory on AdS to va
ous boundary conditions.

In field theory, it is well known that correlation function
have a 1/N expansion based on the double-line represe
tion of their Feynman diagrams@4# ~see@5# for a review!.
This expansion is valid in the limit of taking largeN and
small gY M while keepingl[gY M

2 N finite. A diagram with
genusg comes with a powerN222g as well as some power o
l. For SU(N) theories with adjoint fields only closed orien
able surfaces appear, so the perturbative expansion
double expansion in powers of 1/N2 and l, in which the
leading term~corresponding to the planar diagrams! is of
orderN2.

In the dual AdS theory we find a similar result in the
Hooft limit of large N with finite l;gsN. In general, corre-
lation functions in the AdS53S5 string theory are given by a
double expansion ings and a8/R2;l21/2. In the ’t Hooft
limit we can write this instead as an expansion in powers
1/N;gs(a8/R2)2 where each coefficient has an expansion
powers ofl21/2; obviously a term of some order in thegs

*On leave from the Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw U
versity.
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expansion will have the same order in the 1/N expansion.
Since the type IIB string theory includes only closed orien
strings we find the same general structure as in the fi
theory, with each correlation function having an expansion
powers of 1/N2, in which each coefficient is some functio
of l.

The functions ofl have different expansions from th
point of view of the field theory and of the string theory, b
both expansions are supposed@if the AdS-conformal field
theory ~CFT! correspondence is correct# to give rise to the
same function ofl at each order in 1/N2. The fact that one
expansion is in powers ofl while the other is in powers o
1/Al means that the AdS-CFT correspondence is a stro
weak coupling duality in this case. Since we do not kno
how to make computations to arbitrary order inl, this means
that only correlation functions which do not depend onl can
be compared to test the duality. Many such tests have b
done by now for terms of orderN2, which on the AdS side
may be computed from tree-level supergravity. However
is important to test this matching also at higher orders in 1N
in order to make sure that the duality of@1# indeed holds also
for finite N and not just in the largeN limit ~some evidence
for this was provided in@6,7#!. As far as we know, the only
computations performed up to now of higher order terms~in
1/N! have involved instanton corrections@8,9,10,11# ~some
other corrections were recently discussed but not explic
computed in@12#!.

The simplest correlation functions which do not depe
on l are those which correspond to global anomali
Namely, when we put the theory in backgrounds correspo
ing to curved space or to gauge fields coupling to the glo
currents, some of the global currents are no longer conse
due to anomalies, and the coefficients in the expressions
this are integers so they cannot depend onl. In theN54
theory there are two such anomalies, which were both s
cessfully matched to leading order in 1/N2. The anomaly
involving threeSU(4)R currents was discussed in@3,13#, and
the conformal anomaly was discussed in@14#. In the
SU(N) SYM theory both anomalies are proportional

-
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N221, and the orderN2 term has been matched, while it
not known how to derive the order 1 term on the AdS s
~because of our lack of control over the string loop corr
tions in this case; note that in general it is easy to obtain
exact expressions for the anomalies on the field theory s
but it is nontrivial to get them on the string theory–M theo
side!. Since the comparison of the terms of order 1/N2 com-
pared to the leading term seems to be difficult, we would l
to examine situations where there exist also corrections
order 1/N. In this paper we compute some corrections of t
order and show that they agree between the field theory
the string theory, providing further evidence for the Ad
CFT correspondence at finiteN.

From the string theory point of view it is clear that
order to get diagrams of order 1/N one must have either ope
string diagrams or nonorientable diagrams. This is w
known also in the field theory analysis of the ’t Hooft limi
where looking atSO(N) or USp(2N) gauge theories lead
to nonorientable diagrams with contributions of order 1/N,
while adding matter in the fundamental representation~but
not in bifundamental representations! leads to diagrams with
boundaries which also have contributions of order 1/N. On
the AdS side such corrections can occur due to orientifo
which lead to the inclusion of nonorientable worldsheets,
due to D-branes which lead to worldsheets with boundar

Note that in all cases of orbifolds and orientifolds t
comparison of the anomalies in the leadingN2 order is
straightforward. For example, it was shown in@15# that the
leading term in the conformal anomaly on the AdS side
inversely proportional to the volume of the compact spa
so that for aZk orientifold or orbifold the leading term isk
times theN54 result. This obviously agrees with the fie
theory analysis of D3-branes on codimension 6Z2 orienti-
folds @16# which lead toSO(2N), SO(2N21) or USp(2N)
gauge theories~with a leading anomaly of order 2N2!, and
with the analysis of D3 branes on codimension 4Zk orbi-
folds @17# which correspond toSU(N)k gauge theories~with
a leading anomaly of orderkN2!.

In particular, the analysis of@14,15# shows that the super
gravity computation always leads to the two coefficients
pearing in the conformal anomaly~usually denoted bya and
c! being equal to each other, so that duals with a use
supergravity limit can exist only for theories for whicha
5c to leading order in 1/N. We will show that when higher
order corrections are taken into account this no longer ha
hold, so the constrainta5c is only required at the leading
order in 1/N ~of course, there could also be cases of
duality which have no good supergravity approximation,
which case there is no obvious relation betweena andc!.

The simplest case where an order 1/N correction to
anomalies exists is the near-horizon limit of D3-branes on
orientifold 3-plane analyzed in@16#. However, in this case
the correction on the string theory side comes from anRP2

diagram which, to our knowledge, has not been compu
yet. Therefore, we will focus here on the next simplest ca
which is the near-horizon limit of D3-branes on aZ2 orien-
tifold 7-plane~with 8 D7-branes stuck on the orientifold t
ensure conformal invariance!. The N52 superconformal
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field theory corresponding to this case was analyzed
@18,19,20,21# and its string theory dual was analyzed
@22,23#. We will see that in this case we can compute so
of the order 1/N corrections on the string theory side as w
as on the field theory side, by using the effective D7-bra
action @whose leading terms are of order 1/gs}N instead of
the 1/gs

2}N2 appearing in the supergravity~SUGRA! ac-
tion#, and we will show that the string theory and field theo
results agree to this order. We have not been able to com
all of the anomalies to this order, and in particular we do n
know how to directly reproduce the conformal anomaly, b
it is related by supersymmetry to the anomaly terms that
do compute, so supersymmetry guarantees that the con
mal anomaly also agrees. Our results may presumably
generalized also to the other cases involving D7-branes
orientifolds which were discussed in@22,23#, for which it is
not known how to compute the anomalies on the field the
side, so the string theory computation is a prediction of w
these anomalies should be.

In Sec. II we describe the model and the anomalies of
U(1) R-current from the field theory point of view. In Sec
III we analyze how these anomalies are related to Che
Simons~CS! terms in the effective action of the D7-brane
The results of Secs. II and III are compared in Sec. IV. T
requires a careful fixing of the normalizations, which i
volves a comparison of the two-point correlation functions
the R-current and the flavor current as computed in the fi
theory and as computed via the AdS-CFT corresponde
Unless stated otherwise, we will use the conventions of@24#.

II. ANOMALIES IN THE N52 SUPERCONFORMAL
FIELD THEORY

The model we are considering is the one constructed
@20,21#, namely the low-energy theory on the world volum
of N D3-branes sitting inside eight D7-branes coincident
an orientifold 7-plane. This theory is dual@22,23# to type IIB
string theory on AdS53X5 where X5.S5/Z2 ; the local op-
erators in the field theory can be thought of as living
Mink(3,1)5](AdS5). The D7-branes~and the orientifold
7-plane! are wrapped around an S3 which is the fixed point
locus of theZ2 orientifold inside X5, and also fill the whole
of AdS5. The low-energy theory in the bulk of AdS5 includes
the gaugedSU(2)R3UR(1) N54 supergravity, coupled to
SO(8)3SU(2)L vector multiplets. Further details abou
these models and their dual string theory description are
@22,23#. Some aspects relevant for our discussion will
reviewed below. TheUR(1) symmetry whose anomalies w
study is the one in the inclusion

SO~6!.SO~4!3UR~1!.SU~2!R3SU~2!L3UR~1!
~2.1!

of the isometry group of S5/Z2 in the isometry group of S5.
The field theory we are analyzing is ad54,N52 gauge

theory with aUSp(2N) gauge group and with the following
field content:

vector multiplets N~2N11! ~adjoint!,

hypermultiplets 432N ~ fundamental!,
1-2
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NOTE ON ANOMALIES IN THE AdS-CFT CORRESPONDENCE PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 066001
N~2N21!21 ~antisymmetric, traceless!. ~2.2!

Its global symmetry is SU(2)R3SU(2)L3SO(8)
3UR(1), whereSU(2)R3UR(1) is theR-symmetry~which
is part of theN52 superconformal algebra!. Here we con-
centrate on anomalies of theUR(1) R-currentRm. The form
of the unique anomaly-freeRm current is specified by the
R-charges for the vector multiplet fermionsl i , i 51,2 (Q
511), the bosonsf (Q512) in the vector multiplets,
and the matter~hypermultiplet! fermionsc, c̃ (Q521):

Rm5
1

2
l̄ igmg5l i2

1

2
~ c̄gmg5c1 c̃̄gmg5c̃ !22i f̄DJ mf.

~2.3!

The factor 1/2 in front of the fermion bilinears is due to t
fact thatl i , c and c̃ are Majorana spinors.

The current~2.3! is anomalous when the theory is coupl
to gravity. The anomaly can be calculated using the gen
result of @25#: a single Weyl fermion withU(1) chargeQ
contributes to the anomaly as

^]m~AgRm!&5
Q

384p2 ~R̃R!, ~2.4!

where

~R̃R!5
1

2
emnrsRmn

dgRrsdg. ~2.5!

For the model we are considering, we find

^]m~AgRm!&5
2~126N!

384p2 ~R̃R!. ~2.6!

For N52 SUSY theories the one-loop result~2.6! is not
renormalized.1 Supersymmetry relates the chiral anoma
^]m(AgRm)& and the conformal anomalŷgmnTmn& ~see, for
instance,@26,27,28,29#!. They are both in the same supe
symmetry multiplet, and therefore the conformal anomaly
also exact at one loop in this theory. The coefficient on
right hand side of Eq.~2.6! is proportional toa2c5(1
26N)/24, wherê gmnTmn&52aE42cI4 , andE4 andI 4 are
~proportional to! the Euler density and the square of t
Weyl tensor, respectively~see, e.g.,@14,15#!. Note thata and
c are both of orderN2 in the largeN limit ~as computed for
the N54 case in@14#, a similar computation in our cas
givesa5c52N2/4 in the largeN limit !. Therefore, the co-
efficient computed above involves corrections of order 1N
compared to the leading term ina andc.

In addition to the above gravitational contribution to t
anomalous divergence of theU(1)R current, there is also a
contribution from thêRJJ& triangle diagram, whereJ is the

1Note that, in contrast with genericN51 theories, theR-current
which is in the supermultiplet of currents is also the one wh
satisfies the Adler-Bardeen theorem.
06600
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SO(8) flavor current, if we couple the theory to extern
SO(8) gauge fields. Since only the ‘‘quark’’ hypermultiple
are charged underSO(8), this gives

^]m~AgRm!&5
2N

16p2 ~ F̃F !, ~2.7!

where (F̃F)51/2emnrs tr(FmnFrs), F5Fata, and the trace
is taken in the fundamental representation. We will fix t
normalization of theSO(8) generators later by comparin
the field theory two-point function of theSO(8) flavor cur-
rent with the two-point function computed from string theo
using the AdS-CFT correspondence. Combining the t
contributions~2.6! and ~2.7! gives, to leading order in 1/N,

^]m~AgRm!&52
N

32p2 @~R̃R!24~ F̃F !#. ~2.8!

III. ANOMALIES FROM FIVE-DIMENSIONAL
CHERN-SIMONS TERMS

We will now show how theR-current anomalies can b
obtained from the string theory dual of this theory. Our pr
cedure will be completely analogous to the one used
@3#—the anomalies will be related to Chern-Simons~CS!
terms in the five-dimensional effective action. Chern-Simo
terms can arise both from the dimensionally reducedd510
type IIB supergravity and from the 7-brane–orientifold pla
system. The former gives possible anomalous contributi
to ^R3& and ^RJ 2&, whereJ’s are theSU(2) currents.
They are of orderN2 in the largeN expansion~since the
whole d510 supergravity action is of this order!. We will
not consider them here. The second source for CS terms
the D7-branes and the orientifold plane, which are b
wrapped around anS3. As we shall see these terms are
orderN.

We now focus on the five-dimensional terms which ar
from dimensional reduction of the Chern-Simons term
which appear in the world-volume action of the 7-branes,
the internalS3. The CS terms for a generalDp-brane are@30#

mpE C∧AÂ~4p2a8R!tr~e2pa8F!up11 , ~3.1!

wheremp is the charge of a singleDp-brane,C5SC(n) is
the sum over the antisymmetric formRRfields present in the
theory and2 F5FaTa is the field strength of the gauge field
on the Dp-brane. In our case these are theSO(8) gauge
fields. The trace is in the fundamental representation.
orientifold plane also gives rise to CS terms on the bra
world volume. They have recently been determined to
@31,32#

mp8E C∧AL̂~p2a8R!up11 , ~3.2!

2Note that we distinguish betweenta in Eq. ~2.7! and Ta here.
Their relative normalization will be fixed in Sec. IV.
1-3
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wheremp8 is the charge of an orientifoldp-plane. We have
suppressed possible contributions from the Neveu-Schw
Neveu-Schwarz~NS-NS! B field and also the contribution
from the normal bundle, which are of no relevance for o
considerations. Up to the required order,

Â~R!511
1

~4p!2

1

12
tr~R∧R!,

L̂~R!512
1

~2p!2

1

6
tr~R∧R!. ~3.3!

First, we would like to determine the coefficientsmp and
mp8 . Before we take the near-horizon limit, the model we a
considering isT dual, say along thex8, x9 directions, to the
type I string @18#, which has one space-filling orientifol
plane and 32 nine-branes. AfterT-duality we have four ori-
entifold 7-planes and 32 seven-branes. This model is equ
lent to type IIB on Mink(7,1)3T2/„I 89•(21)FL

•V… where
V is the world-sheet parity andI 89:(x8,x9)˜(2x8,2x9)
~see@18# for details!, which in turn isF theory on a particular
K3. F theory@33# has 24 7-branes. In our setting four pa
of mutually non-local seven-branes combine to four orien
fold planes. The remaining 16 D7-branes are equivalen
the 32 seven-branes in the type I description. The sev
branes, which areT-duals of the type I nine-branes, thus ea
have half the charge of a type IIB D7-brane, i.e.mp

I

51/@2(2p)p(a8)(p11)/2#. This can also be shown by care
fully tracing the brane tension throughT-duality: due to the
fact that in the type I theory there are only unoriented strin
one has~see, e.g.,@34#! m9

I 5(1/&)m9
II . T-dualizing onT2

with radii R gives, by comparison of the brane energy p
unit non-compact volume,e2fm9

I (2pR)25e2f8m7
I . The

T-dualized dilation f8 is obtained by requiring invari-

ance of Newton’s constant, i.e., (e22f8/a84) 1
2 (2pR8)2

5(e22f/a84)(2pR)2 ~the additional factor of 1
2 is ex-

plained in @24#, p. 150!. With R85a8/R one finds ef8

5(1/&)(a8/R2)ef. This leads again tom7
I 5 1

2 m7
II . Charge

neutrality of the type I theory requiresmp8522p24mp .
Thus, with eight D7-branes3 and one orientifold 7-plane

one obtains from Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2! the terms

1

512p5a82 E C~4!∧tr~R∧R!1
1

128p5a82 E C~4!∧tr~F∧F !.

~3.4!

The orientifold 7-plane contributes to the second term o
insofar as it leads to an orthogonal rather than a unit
gauge group on the D7-branes.

Next, we need to rescale the 4-form field to agree with
conventions used in the AdS literature~for instance in@35#
which we will use in Sec. IV!. The ten-dimensional super
gravity low-energy effective bulk action is

3The multiplicity comes from the trace of the zeroth order term

the expansion of the exponent, which is tr(e2pa8F)58
1

1
2 (2pa8)2 tr(F2)1••• .
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S5
1

2k10
2 E d10xA2gS R2

1

435!
~gsF ~5!!

2D , ~3.5!

where 2k10
2 5(2p)7gs

2a84. We have only kept the fields
which are relevant for our discussion. Self-duality ofF (5)
has to be imposed as an additional constraint. The
dimensional Einstein equation resulting from this action,
ter imposing self-duality ofF5 ~which, in particular, implies
F (5)

2 50!, is RMN5@1/(1633!)#(F (5)
2 )MN . The solution we

are interested in involves the ten-dimensional metric and
self-dual five-form field strength. Due to the presence of
seven-branes, the solution is not AdS53S5 but rather AdS5
3X5, which is dual to the field theory described above. T
metric is

ds25a8A8pgsNS du2

u2 1u2dxi
21dV5

2D , ~3.6!

wheredV5
2 is the metric on X5.S5/Z2 . The five-form field

is Fabcde532pa82Neabcde and Fmnpqr532pa82Nemnpqr,
with components along the X5 and the AdS5 directions, re-
spectively.eabcdeandemnpqr are the volume forms of X5 and
AdS5, rescaled to radius one. Note the replacementN˜2N
as compared to the AdS53S5 solution. This is due to the fac
that we require (1/&k)*X5F (5)5A2pN rather than

(1/&k)*S5F (5)5A2pN, and Vol~X5!51
2 Vol~S5!. To match

with the normalizations used in Sec. IV, where we use
pergravity results which were derived in a normalizati
where the overall radius of the space is one@rather than
a81/2(8pgsN)1/4#, and whereF (5) is scaled such that the Ein
stein equations take the formRMN5 1

6 (F (5)
2 )MN , we rescale

the four-form potentialC(4)˜32pa82NC(4) . After this res-
caling, Eq.~3.4! becomes

N

16p4 E C~4!∧tr~R∧R!1
N

4p4 E C~4!∧tr~F∧F !.

~3.7!

To get theCS terms of thed55 theory, we have to inte-
grate this expression overS3, the fixed locus of theZ2 ac-
tion, which the 7-branes are wrapped around. Let us re
from @36# that theU(1)R gauge bosonAm

R is a linear com-
bination of two Kaluza-Klein modesBm andfm , one com-
ing from the metric componentsgma and the other from the
C(4) field:

gma[Bm~x!Ya~y!,

Cmabc[fm~x!eabc
deDdYe~y!. ~3.8!

Here x and y are coordinates on AdS5 and on X5, respec-
tively, andYa(y) is a vector spherical harmonic on X5 which
we now construct.

The metric on X5 is @23#

dV5
25du21sin2 udf21cos2 udV3

2, ~3.9!
1-4
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with 0<u<p/2, f has periodp due to the orientifolding,
anddV3

2 is the metric onS3. The seven-branes are located
u50. Thek51 vector spherical harmonics onS5 are

Ya
@ i j #5x[ i]axj ] , ~3.10!

where (x1)21¯1(x6)251 anda51,...,5 labels the coordi
nates on S5. They satisfy hYa524Ya with h

5gmn¹m¹n . The relevant harmonic onX5 for the U(1)R
gauge field isYa

@56#[Ya
U(1) (Z2 acts asx5,6

˜2x5,6!. In polar

coordinates it isYW U(1)5 1
2 sin2 uf̂. This leads toCmabc

5fm(x)cos4 uvabc, wherevabc is the volume form on the
unit three-sphere. Note ~for later use! that
*X5AggabYaYbd5y5p3/24.

From @36# it follows that the combinationAm[Bm
216fm is a massless vector field, whereasVm[Bm18fm is
a massive field. We will setVm to zero in the following. Up
to a normalization, which we will fix in Sec. IV,Am is the
U(1)R gauge field. Denoting byAm

R the U(1)R field which
couples canonically to the currentRm of the previous sec-
tion, we thus identifyfm52 1

24 Am[hAm
R for some constan

h. Then, atu50,

Cmabc5hAm
Rvabc , ~3.11!

up to some irrelevant additive terms proportional toVm .
Integrating Eq.~3.7! over S3 we obtain thed55 CS terms

h
N

8p2 E
AdS5

@AR∧tr~R∧R!14AR∧tr~F∧F !#. ~3.12!

Under theU(1)R gauge transformationAR˜AR1dL, this
CS term transforms as

2h
N

8p2 E
Mink~3,1!

L@ tr~R∧R!14 tr~F∧F !#, ~3.13!

and this can be related to the field theory anom
^]m(AgRm)& as in @3,13#. Note the normaliza-
tions * tr(R∧R)52 1

2 *(R̃R)A2gd4x and * tr(F∧F)
5 1

2 *(FF̃)A2gd4x.
In the last section we determineh by carefully normaliz-

ing the various fields, enabling us to compare the express
for the anomalies which we obtained from the fou
dimensional field theory~2.8! and the dual string theory
~3.13!.

IV. FIXING THE NORMALIZATIONS

We start by verifying that the relative coefficients of th
background gauge and gravitational contributions to the
ral anomaly coincide in the two computations. Since the
merical relative coefficients are the same, this reduces
showing that the generators in the fundamental ofSO(8)
which appear in Eqs.~2.8! and ~3.13! are normalized in the
same way. To this end we first compute the two-point fu
tion of theSO(8) flavor current in the field theory, which i
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a ~x!5(

i 51

2N S 2
1

2
c̄ igm~12g5!tac i1f̄ iDJ mtaf i D .

~4.1!

One finds at one loop

^Jm
a ~x!Jn

b~0!&52N tr~ tatb!
1

~2p!4 ~hmnh2]m]n!
1

x4 .

~4.2!

Next we need the kinetic energy of theSO(8) field in the
string theory. It can be obtained by compactifying the Dira
Born-Infeld action of the seven-branes on the S3 around
which they are wrapped. One finds

S52m7E d8xe2f trA2det~Gab12pa8Fab!

5m7~2pa8!2E d8xe2fA2G
1

4
tr F21¯ . ~4.3!

Normalizing theSO(8) generators as tr(TaTb)5ldab, res-
caling the~induced! metric Gab˜a8A8pgsNGab and inte-
grating over the unitS3 of volume 2p2 gives

S5l
N

16p2 E d5xA2GFmn
a Famn

[
1

4gSO~8!
2 E d5xA2GFmn

a Famn. ~4.4!

From here we find theSO(8) gauge coupling in the low-
energy five-dimensional effective theory

gSO~8!
2 5

1

l

4p2

N
. ~4.5!

We now compute the current-current correlation function
ing the AdS-CFT correspondence. We follow@13# and obtain

^Jm
a ~x!Jn

b~0!&5dab
1

2p2gSO~8!
2 ~hmnh2]m]n!

1

x4 .

~4.6!

Comparison with the field theory result~4.2! gives

dab
8p2

gSO~8!
2 52N tr~ tatb!, ~4.7!

which leads to tr(TaTb)5tr(tatb). This verifies that the rela-
tive normalizations are indeed the same.

After having shown the agreement of the relative norm
ization of the field theory and the string theory results,
will now turn to verify that the overall normalization als
agrees. To this end we must properly normalize theU(1)R
gauge field in the low-energy five-dimensional action. T
quadratic action for the massless gauge fields has been
puted in@35#, with the result
1-5
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S5
4~2N!2

~2p!5 E
AdS5

d5xA2g
p3

24

1

3 S 2
1

4
F~A!2D

[2
1

4gSG
2 E

AdS5

d5xA2gF~AR!2. ~4.8!

gSG is defined to be theU(1) gauge coupling constant of th
d55 low-energy theory,A is the massless vector field de
fined above, andAR is the rescaled gauge field whic
couples toRm. In the units used here, the overall prefac
comes from the term 1/2k2 in front of thed55 supergravity
action. To determinegSG we will follow once more the pro-
cedure of@13#. This means that we compute the two-po
function^RmRn& in the four-dimensional field theory, whic
is proportional to the central charge in theRm(x)Rn(0) op-
erator product. We find, to leading order in 1/N,

^Rm~x!Rn~0!&52
8N2

~2p!4 ~hhmn2]m]n!
1

x4 . ~4.9!

This can either be extracted from@37# or computed directly.
This one-loop result is exact, due to the superconformal s
tt
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metry. Comparison with the AdS computation~using again
the results of@13#! givesgSG5p/N. Using Eq.~4.8! and the
definition of h this leads toh51/2. Plugging this into Eq.
~3.13! we find exact agreement between Eqs.~2.8! and
~3.13!, verifying the AdS-CFT correspondence to this ord
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